It is shown that a group G , whose center has finite exponent, has a central automorphism of infinite order if and only if G has an infinite abelian direct factor. It is also shown that the group of central automorphisms of a nilpotent p-group of infinite exponent contains an uncountable torsionfree abelian subgroup
Introduction
In their paper [5] Menegazzo and Stonehewer show that, apart from a few obvious exceptions, a nilpotent p-group always has an outer automorphism of order p. They also observe that it is often easier, in the case of nilpotent -groups, to construct automorphisms of finite order and, therefore, pose the question of which nilpotent p-groups have such an automorphism. A partial answer to this question is stated in [5] and an example of a nilpotent /7-group that has no automorphism of infinite order is given.
The purpose of the current paper is to characterize those nilpotent p-groups G that have a central automorphism of infinite order. (Here an automorphism of G is called central if it acts trivially on the group modulo its center. We denote the group of central automorphisms of G by AutcG.) There are two cases to consider. We show in §2 that if G is a nilpotent p-group of infinite exponent, then AutcG contains an uncountable torsionfree abelian subgroup. The arguments used here follow those of Buckley and Wiegold [1, Theorems 2.2, 2.6], for the most part. However, some additional results are needed, because the automorphisms constructed in [1] do not always have infinite order. In §3 we obtain our main result concerning central automorphisms of nilpotent pgroups. We show that if G is such a group of finite exponent, then G has a central automorphism of infinite order if and only if G has an infinite abelian direct factor. However, our result is a corollary to the following much more general theorem, which we prove in §3.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose G is a group and Z(G) has finite exponent. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) G has a central automorphism of infinite order.
(ii) G has an infinite abelian direct factor. (iii) AutcG contains an uncountable torsionfree abelian subgroup.
Our notation is standard for the most part. For any group G, the commutator subgroup is G', the center is Z(G), which we abbreviate to Z , and we write Gab for G/G'. We use additive notation for abelian groups and, in particular, for subgroups of Z . For a prime p and natural number n , Z[pn] denotes the subgroup of elements of Z of order dividing p" , and pnZ denotes the subgroup of Z consisting of {p"z\z e Z} . We also recall that if A < Z then Hom(G/A, A) can be identified with the subgroup of elements of AutcG that act trivially on both A and G/N.
NlLPOTENT /7-GROUPS OF INFINITE EXPONENT
Throughout this section we let G be a nilpotent p-group of infinite exponent. We refer the reader to [1] and [8] for standard facts concerning basic subgroups of nilpotent p-groups; recall that a subgroup B of the group G is called basic if G' < B and B/G' is a basic subgroup of the abelian group Gab . We require two preliminary results before proving the main result of this section. On the other hand, because Q is divisible and BnN has finite exponent, the theory of automorphisms of group extensions (see [7, p. 70 The Cartesian product of a family {G¡:i e 1} is denoted by Cr(6/G, and the direct sum by ©)G/ G,. For a natural number n , we let C" be the cyclic group of order n , and for the prime p , we let Cpoo be the quasicyclic p-group. Lemma 2.2. Suppose I is an index set and B = 0i€/ Cpw . Suppose that C is a subgroup of B of infinite exponent. Then there is a direct sum decomposition B = X @Y such that both X nC and Y n C have infinite exponent. Proof. We may assume D = ©°!, Cpnm , where n(i) < n(j) if i < j, is a subgroup of B such that E -C n D has infinite exponent. Let (cxx, ... , cx >k{, We first give a proof of Theorem 3.1. Let n denote the set of primes dividing the exponent of Z(G). (i) implies (ii). Let a be a central automorphism of G that has infinite order and note that a induces an automorphism of infinite order on Z = Z(G). (We say that a acts infinitely on Z.) Since n is finite and, for each prime p, the Sylow ^-subgroups of Z are characteristic in G, there is some prime pen such that a acts infinitely on the Sylow p-subgroup of Z , which we denote by K. Let L be the //-part of Z so that Z = K © L.
Let k e N be minimal such that some nontrivial power of a acts trivially on pkK. Replacing a with a nontrivial power of itself if necessary we may assume that a acts trivially on pkK. It then follows that a acts infinitely on pk~lK/pkK, otherwise some nontrivial power of a acts trivially on both pk~lK/pkK and pfcAT. However, this implies some nontrivial power of a acts trivially on pk~1K, contrary to the minimality of k .
We set M = pk~lK(a -1) = {za -z\z G pk~lK} and note that M is an Q-invariant subgroup of pk~xK. To complete the proof we now establish a series of claims. For if a acts finitely on M then some nontrivial power of a acts trivially on M. Clearly a acts trivially on pk~xK/M so some power of a acts trivially on pk~lK, which contradicts the choice of k .
(c) a acts infinitely on P = MG'(pkK)/G'(pkK).
Otherwise a acts finitely on P , so some nontrivial power of a acts trivially on P. Since a is central, it acts trivially on G'. Hence some nontrivial power of a acts trivially on MG'(pkK), contrary to (b). Hence (c) follows.
We let C = Cp(a). It follows from (a) that P = C © D for some subgroup D (which is not necessarily a-invariant.) Furthermore D is infinite by (c). Let / be an index set and, for i e I, choose r¡ e M so that {riG'(pkK): i e 1} is a basis of D. Define A = (r¡: i e I) and note that A is an infinite elementary abelian subgroup of M < pk~lK. It is clear that:
(d) na ■=£ n mod G'(pkK) for all nontrivial n e N. .5] to show that AG'/G' is pure in Gab , and to do this it is enough to show that every element of order p in AG'/G' has the same p-height in Gab as in AG'/G' (see [4, p. 114, (h)] and also note that the Sylow /7-subgroup of Gab is pure in Gab). Now A D G' = 1 since a fixes no nontrivial element of A[p] = A, by (d), whereas the central automorphism a acts trivially on G'. It follows that (AG'/G')[p] = NG'/G'. Suppose for a contradiction that n + G' e NG'/G' has larger p-height in Gab than in AG'/G'. Then by (e), n + G' = p1 g + G' for some g e G and some I > k . Since a is central, ga = g + z for some z e Z so that (1) na + G' = (plg)a + G' = p1 g + p1 z + G' = n + p' z + G'.
Also pn = 0 so pl+lg e G' and since a is central pl+lg = (pl+lg)a = pl+lg +pl+lz . Hence z e K, the Sylow p-subgroup of Z so (1) shows na = n mod G'pkK, contrary to (d). This proves (f).
The result now follows immediately. For there is a subgroup H of G such that Gab = AG'/G' © H ¡G'. Hence G = AH. But An H < An G' = I and ^ < Z(G) so it follows that G=AxH.
(ii) implies (iii). Clearly Cr^=1Cpm < AutcG. Hence by [1, Lemma 2.5] the result follows.
(iii) implies (i). This is clear.
In particular, we have This result is analogous to [3, Lemma 2] although the proof is rather different. The reader is also referred to [2, 6] where further results have been obtained on central automorphisms of infinite groups.
An example. We note that Theorem 3.1 fails if Z(G) is allowed to have infinite exponent. For each prime p, let Gp be a nilpotent p-group as in [5, 3.2( ii)] such that AutGp = AutcGp is an elementary abelian p-group. Set G -@GP , the direct sum being taken over all primes p . Then Aut G = Cr(AutGp) and AutcG clearly contains elements of infinite order. However G has no infinite abelian direct factor.
